Sharkhunters
P. O. Box 1539
Hernando, FL 34441
(352) 637-2917
sharkhunters@sharkhunters.com
sharkhunters@earthlink.net

Argentina Patrol 2019
2 November (Saturday) through 10 November (Sunday)
Our first few days we are in Buenos Aires, called the “Paris of the South”
and here are just some of the places we will visit:

This magnificent shopping mall is literally two minutes’ walk from our hotel

The culture, street performers and nightlife never ends near our host hotel; and the
food in the breakfast room is great as well.

(left) Dinner and tango show at Tortoni Café – in Buenos Aires since 1835
(center and right) ABC Restaurant where Eichmann, Bormann and others ate.
The German state emblems are still all along the wall
We pack quite a bit into these days in Buenos Aires, then we fly from Buenos Aires to
San Carlos di Bariloche. This round-trip flight IS included. Here we check out…..

(left) – Our hotel lobby
(center) – Club Andino, spy HQ in the 1930’s. 1940’s and……..?
(right) – the German School founded by ERICH PRIEBKE, Member #7598

(left) – The observation bunker watching boat traffic to/from Inalco
(center) – The cabin of spy chief Otto Mehling
(right) – The view from the cabin of Otto Mehling
The island closest to shore is Huemul Island and the nuclear research laboratory
On we go to Inalco!

We are here at Inalco an entire day…..AND NIGHT!

We have an entire day to leisurely tour the estate grounds of the manor house…..
………and the ruins of the farm as well! Yes, they used to breed race horses here too.

WE STAY HERE ONE NIGHT! That’s right, we will spend the night in one of the guest
cottages on the estate, just like the one that DON ANGEL ALCAZAR de VELASCO,
Member #158 stayed for his meeting in September 1952 – maybe even the same one.
ASADO – We will enjoy an Asado in the evening. This is an Argentine tradition of
cooking great Argentine beef (some of the best in the world) over a crackling outdoor
fire while enjoying excellent Argentine or Chilean wine as the embers pop and crackle
in the fading daylight. Watch the stars peek out as the embers and daylight fade.
Nuclear research laboratory built by German scientists on an island – two years
AFTER the end of the war! and we are there as well.

It is said that Dr. Richter achieved cold fusion here and if so, it was the only time this
was achieved. Others say that this was a scam that Richter was working on Peron to
continue fleecing money out of the government. We will probably never know.

There is so much more that we will see and experience we just can’t list everything
here. Go to our website www.sharkhunters.com and select Previous Tours. You’ll find
a huge number of photos that will give you a good idea what we’ll experience.
The cost of this once-in-a-lifetime Patrol is just $5,293 and it includes:
• All ground transportation;
• All hotels;
• All breakfasts;
• Entries to all listed;
• Round trip air from Buenos Aires to/from San Carlos di Bariloche;
Add $700 for single supplement
DISCOUNT – Sharkhunters Members and their guests receive a discount of $300 each
RESERVE YOUR PLACE NOW – you must make reservations with Sharkhunters HQ
by email or calling us at 352-637-2917. This is not listed on our website.
“Wait ‘till next year” – that worked for the Chicago Cubs for countless decades, but it
will not work for our Argentine Patrols. It is POSSIBLE that we will return in 2020 or
another year, but highly unlikely as preparations for such Patrols are incredibly difficult,
complicated and extremely time consuming and labor intensive.
Note that our last Patrol with guests to Argentina was in 2009; ten years ago.
Best bet – join us now or probably not at all.

(left) – Memorial to the fallen in the Islas Malvinas War (Falkland Islands)
(center & right) – Street performers by our hotel
Don’t let this opportunity slip away – email or call now with your deposit of $500 per
person and lock in your participation.

